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INTRODUCTION 

The present emphasis in gas chromatography is being :@a.ced.sn aoouratie qua&i~atiwe 
analysis and the need for a relatively simple but reliable rne#hod goa &&e&~ (czlllrl- 
bration is becoming acute. Amethod is described in this paper 3%~ pro&&iqg ~oorura’die 
relative concentrations of solute vapours in a gas *hat can be used for tie ~~ssessrunenutt 
of detector linearity and the determination of the .relative response 4~&ors ~9 + dl(etGtjlc- 
tor to different substances. The system can also be :ap@ied %o tie ~&etierrnGnait&uu off 
trace compounds in the presence of a bulk ,componerrt ,of .tid&ly 4BfZer~it woks_ 
Numerous methods for producing known relative concentrations of ~ollu&e mapour iin ;SL 
gas have been described previously in the literature. The $wo me!thods most ap@&+lle 
to detector calibrations are those decribed by .DESTY &? &Z..~ md ~LJo~~EuJo~z~.. 7lXe 
method described by DESTY utilises the dif&sion ,of :a solute &hrough a narrow :&ass 
capillary into a gas stream, to produce the req~edsol~~elc~~c~~~~~. IC!fcm.@qmiE 
correctly this method gives absolute instead of relatzve concentrations, ibut Ithe qp- 
paratus is somewhat complex and can only be used for ;a &@le ~orqponenti iin W 
gas stream. The n&hod described by LOVELOCK ,depends (on &he con$lnuous &.llui&n 
of a known quantity of vapour contained in ‘a suitable vesselbymeans (off a,gas &rem, 
which results in the concentration of the solute vapour .in the dt gas c~eorap;&~g 
exponentially with time. If the stream of gas from the,Zlution vesseilispassed&%rou@h 
a detector, then, providing the response of the detector is linear., itlhe ~~gti&rn~ aff Hhe 
signal produced will be linearly related to time. The ~OVEQ~CX sptxsn .snntfrf;ers SUICNIU 
two disadvantages. At low concentrations a considerable propotion 10% Ullne ~o?lu&e 
vapour is adsorbed on the walls of the dilution vessel and the ~dl&utlon ra&e no llqer 
varies expbnentially with time. Secondly, since different substances aze :aa.sro&adl ttco 
different extents on the walls of the vessel, the system 3s only ~app%caX&e ito .sihq$e 
substances. A modified dilution system based on that Ides&bed iby X~ovi~ruocx iis 
described in this paper in which the effect of .adsorption is ;grea$ly aedueed audl wlh%dln 
also simultaneously produces a mixture of different .solute vapours 5n :a ,gas a& lk~~m 
relative concentrations. The theory of the method is &ven in ~det&i!l :and lpreGm&aq 
e,xperimental results from the assessment of the macro-argon detiectior us@g ttltmis sy.. 
tern are shown, together with results obtained from the anailys~s 108 ;a m&tune oorn- 
taining traces of toluene and chlorobenzene in benzene. 



~~usxI! iis s&sum ia Fig- H. Tbe a%hatimn vessel is made of glass and consists 
aEmmmIill ga~xvra~&-bWb~of the form sknmmn inn IFig_ 2. Dry argon passes through the 
Gnu&~& E&enr G&al a smitabIe mm-voknt.iJe lliaqmid and tlkence to the automatic gas 
-mmaqG& ~_@kxm. The dihxtioxn msse1 is cbaq@ by a hmodermic syringe through a 

RICOIIDKR 

(DICIKtIKNTIAL 

-e uq~ LW gikem iktemak of t%ne a sampIe 0% the exit gas from the dilution yessel 
ZS pilkzdl Sm I5ik mi& ithe argom ~mppIy to the cbmmatographic coIu.mn and detector. 
3iIk T&ND&E mm&, ~I&tim uess& saq$ing szystemn, cohmm and detector are contained 
5lm 4tk L5zmlwUti&. conltpolllled. 0ve.n. 

TW meHkJkoEe&i&ati~ peak area were empEoyed, a d@itaI and an electronic 
*mu wuE&mematiomatiizaUy reset after each peak by the timer that operated 
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Then : 

Thw: 

htegrating: 

where Y is a constant. 
&,A I Ye-vu -f- Kavi 

NowV= QtwhereQisth e fl ow of gas through the vessel’in vohzme/unit time 
and t is the time. Thus when: 

muls: 

Consider the peak produced on the cbromatogram redting from a single operation 
ofTthe~injection~device, The concentration in the detector at a_ny point on the curve is 
given; by the equations of the elution curve : 

d _ -- 

&a 

where X&, is the ii&S concentration placed on the Grst plate, and ‘iet = v - s 
where v is the “plate vohzmes” of gas passed through the coIumn, and 95 is the efficiency 
o%the column. Now let the sigua.l given by the recorder D&a = Q(X& drer where 0 
an& + are constant Cer the~response of the detector is a function of a power of the 
concentration of solute contained in it. 
T&en:, 

Peak area = - 

mus:: 

Peak area (2) 

wfien :: A = +-+J LF 

NGwX,,WU be proportional to the charge placed on the column i.e. X, = yXgA, 
wEere.z,is a constant, thus combining eqns. (I) and (2): 

log (Peak area) = log n -f- log (rxo,A)~ - Qt4 ri g -?- KAV~ 
(a) 

r-10 J. Chromatog.. II (1963) 
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of the line obtained by plotting log S/i (the verification that + = I), the values of 
S,,A and S# by extrapolation of these lines to t - o, and the relative retention ratio 
&_A. It should be noted that a knowledge of the absolute masses of A and I3 placed 
in the dilution vessel is not necessary. The effect of adsorption of the solute vapour 
on the walls of the column is insignificant at low concentration ievels, as the concen- 
tration of the solute in the gas phase is dependent on the concentration of the solute 
in the bulk of the liquid. 

Fig. 4. Detail of dilution vessel and column system. 

ANAL\-SIS OF MIXTURES CONTAINING COMPONENTS AT WIDELY DIFFERING 

CONCENTRATION LEVELS 

Examination of eqn. (I) shows that, providing a sufficiently large charge is placed 
in the dilution vessel and a constant volume of the exit gas is placed on to the chro- 
matographic column, there will be a period of time, during the dilution, in which 
each component will be shown on the chromatogram as a series of peaks over a given 
concentration range. If the logarithm of the peak area for each substance is plotted 
against time, for the period in which they are “on scale” on the chromatogram, then 
the initial concentration of each component present at d = o can be determined by 
extrapolation. Providing that the relevant response factors for each substance are 
known, the mass ratios of the components can be determined from the peak area 
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intercepts at t = o and the retention ratios of the substances concerned. Further, by 
this method, all components present are determined with similar accuracy independent 
of their original concentration level. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The determination oj detector linearity 

Details of the construction of the dilution system are shown in Fig. 4. The argon 
supplies to the column and dilution vessel were carefully dried by passage through 
cylinders containing activated Linde molecular sieve 5 A. The drying agent was 
reactivated every time the argon cylinder was renewed. Normally, a column flow 
rate of 40 ml/min was found to be quite adequate and a flow of a-bout 60 ml/min 
through the dilution vessel ensured that a complete “run” could be carried out in 
about 8 h. In’ order to determine the value of $ accurately precise measurements of 
Q, KA, v,, and VJ were required. Q was measured by means of a carefully calibrated 
soap film meter at room temperature and this value was corrected for the pressure and 
temperature existing in the dilution vessel. The temperature of the liquid in the dilu- 
tion vessel was continuously measured by means of a thermocouple immersed in the 
liquid and the gas pressure in the vessel determined by means of a static mercury 
manometer. VZ was taken as the volume of liquid added to the vessel and V, taken as 
the difference between the total volume of the vessel and the volume of liquid added. 
Values for K were taken from the results of DESTY AND GOLDUP~ and EVERED AND 
POLLARD~. Squalane was used in the dilution vessel and samples were injected through 
a serum cap by means of a hypodermic syringe fitted with a IO in. needle. The column 
consisted of a coiled glass tube 4 ft. in length and 4 mm in diameter, packed with 
IO T/( w/w of squalane on 100-120 mesh celite.The detector employed was the macro- 
argon detector containing a strontium-go radioactive source. The whole apparatus 

TABLE I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MACRO ARGON DETECTOR 

c 

CorJtpotrtrd 

Chloroform 

Di-isopropyl ether 

Toluene 

Chlorobcnzene 

Heptanc 

Correlation No. 01 
coeflcienl obscvvdons 

De:ec,~o$on.w Corrcenlrafion 
rarlgc 

> 0.999 4 0.931 
IO” 

c 1.0 4 0.975 

* > 0.999 4 0.889 
103 

< 1.0 4 0.808 

> 0.999 0.950 
: o.goG 101 

< 1.0 8 o.951 

> 0.999, 
8 

o-945 0.994 101 
< I.0 : 1.042 

> o-999 8 I.095 
8 1.061 101 

< 1.0 8 1.05G 
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was situated in an oven controlled at 45 O & 0.2OC. The automatic gas sampling valve 
was actuated by a sequential timer and sampled the exit gas from the dilution vessel 
every 40 min. The detector was operated at 770 V and the output fed to a I?ye Argon 
Chromatograph amplifier and Integrating amplifier. Differential and integral curves 
were obtained on two EIoneywell Brown recorders and the integrating amplifier was 
automatically reset after each peak, by use of additional channels on the timer, 
Graphs of log peak area/time for a mixture containing chloroform, di-isopropyl 
ether, toluene and chlorobenzene are shown in Fig. 5. The lines shown on this figure 
are the regression lines for the points obtained. The correlation coefficients and the 
respective values of + for a series of substances ,are shown in Table I. 

Analysis of nzixtzcres of widely vary&g covn$osition 

The vapour dilution apparatus was used to provide representative vapour sample of a 
mixture containing 98.9 o/o benzene, 1.0 O/( toluene and 0.1 o/o chlorobenzene. Approxi- 

IO 

Fig. 5. Graph of log peak area against time for a mixture of chloroform, diisopropyl ether, tolucnc 
and chlorobcnzeno. 
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mately 250 ccl of the mixture was injected into the dilution vessel and samples of the 
vapour were automatically taken every 40 min for 10 h. 

A graph of the peak height against time for each component is shown in Fig. 6, 
and it may be seen horn the intercepts at t = o, that the concentration of each com- 
ponent can be calculated with similar precision although the range of concentrations 
between the components was as great as 1,000. It should be noted that the values 
shown in Fig. 6 are based on peak heights and do not take into account relative re- 
sponse factors. It may also be seen that by variation of the flows through the column 

t i i 34 i i i ., i ; \ i i i i .i i i 1 
CULL SCALE 
DCPl.CCTlON 

ON XI0 

Fig. 6, Graph of log peak height against time for a mixture of wide concentration range. 
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or dilution vessel, or operation at different temperatures or with different liquid 
phases, the analysis time can be shortened and the system can be applied to the anal- 
ysis of a wide range of substances present in diverse relative concentrations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The vapour dilution system described in this paper provides a very precise method 
for determining detector linearity and relative response factors. Due to the wide 
limits of variation for each operating parameter the system can be made applicable 
to almost all substances that can be separated by a gas-liquid chromatographic 
technique. The apparatus can also be used to advantage for the analysis of mixtures 
containing substances at concentration levels that differ by several orders. By using 
the system described, each component of such a mixture is determined with the same 
precision. 

The paper gives preliminary results for a macro argon detector and is the first 
of a series that will be concerned with the investigations of the characteristics of 
various ionisation detectors. The effect of the various operating parameters of each 
detector on the linearity and response factors will be examined. 

SUMMARY 

A vapour dilution apparatus, very suitable for detector calibrations, is described 
which provides known relative concentrations of a vapour in a gas for sampling on a 
partition column. The theory of the system is considered in detail, and examples given 
of the application of the method to the determination of detector linearity and detec- 
tor response factors and to the analysis of mixtures, whose components are present 
at widely different concentration levels. 
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